CSUF Alumni Association

**Latest Headlines**

**Night of the Pachyderm (NOP)**

Titans, join us for our annual Night of the Pachyderm (NOP) baseball tailgate event hosted by CSUF Alumni! Enjoy an afternoon of food, games, activities, and more! NOP will take place on Saturday, April 23, starting at 3:30 p.m. at CSUF Parking Lot A. Live music and hits from alumna Brooke Aston ’02 and her band Soul3Sixty. Opportunities to win Titan gear before catching our Titan Baseball team as they take on the CSUN Matadors.

[Purchase Tickets]

---

**2022 Spring Economic Forecast**

The 2022 Spring Economic Forecast at CSUF will take place on April 22. This year’s Forecast event will include an opportunity to connect one-on-one with economists Anil Puri, Woods Center director and provost emeritus, and Mira Farka, Woods Center co-director and associate professor of economics, before the event. During the forecast, Puri and Farka will discuss the state of the Orange County, California, and national economies in light of current events such as the Fed’s interest rate increases, the real estate boom, and recent stock market volatility. All
proceeds support student programs at the College of Business and Economics.

CSUF Regional Reception: Seattle

Seattle area Titans, join CSUF for regional reception on Tuesday, May 10, 2022, at the Columbia Tower in downtown Seattle. Connect with fellow Titans and hear about the amazing things taking place at Cal State Fullerton. The evening will include remarks by Dean Sridhar Sundaram from the College of Business and Economics.

Daniel Dae Kim on Asian American Experience: ‘You Have to Make Your Own Room’

For the past three decades, Daniel Dae Kim has increased exposure for marginalized groups — especially Asian Americans — as an actor and producer. Kim recently spoke to about 300 Cal State Fullerton students and community members at the Titan Student Union Pavilion about his work in entertainment and social justice advocacy. The event, titled “A Conversation With Daniel Dae Kim,” was part of the university’s “Beyond the Conversation” speaker series.
Video Submissions: Congratulate our ’22 grads!

Titan family, it’s that time, graduation is around the corner, and we will welcome over 10,000 new alumni to our growing alumni family. Want to extend a warm welcome and a congratulatory message? Please share a short congratulatory message via the dropbox link below. We will be using 5 - 10 second snippets for social media. Due to time constraints, not all videos may be used in the final product.

Upcoming Cyber Security Certificate Program

According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Information Security Analysts had a median pay of $103,590 in May 2020, and cyber security jobs are projected to grow 33% from 2020-2030. To meet this industry growth, CSUF Extension & International Programs (EIP) is planning to release a new Cyber Security Certificate program this fall. If you’re interested, sign up to receive exclusive details and get notified when the program goes live!

Member Benefits
Music Alumnus Earns Position With Puerto Rico Symphony Orchestra

Years of playing the oboe, overcoming obstacles and perfecting his musical craft have finally paid off for Cal State Fullerton alumnus Jesus Ramos ’20. He recently landed a prestigious English horn position with the Puerto Rico Symphony Orchestra.

Not a lifetime member yet? Become a lifetime member of the Alumni Association and enjoy countless perks including exclusive travel opportunities.
CSUF Finance Students Win Investment Research Competition Third Year in a Row

The high caliber of Cal State Fullerton finance students was on display as undergrads affiliated with Titan Capital Management (TCM), the real-money stock and bond portfolio at CSUF, took top honors in the Chartered Financial Analyst Los Angeles region chapter’s Investment Research Competition in February. This is the third consecutive victory for Titan investment students, tying the record for consecutive first-place finishes set by Cal Poly San Luis Obispo from 2014 to 2016.

SHOW YOUR SUPPORT
Amazon donates a portion of your purchases
Shop & Give Back

Activities and Events

April 12
Titan Table Talk: Resiliency in the APIDA Community

Please join our moderator Chi-Chung Keung, Director of News Media Services and Senior Communications Counsel, as he facilitates this discussion on Resiliency in the APIDA Community on Tuesday, April 12 from 11:30 am - 1:00 pm.

April 14
Technology in the Courtroom (FREE MCLE Unit)
Join CSUF Alumni for a discussion on Thursday, April 14 at 5:30 pm with Los Angeles Superior Court Judge Michael Vicencia '87 and Cal State Fullerton President Fram Virjee about the benefits and side effects of having technology in the courtroom.

April 14

**Allyship 101 (eligible for ICCP core credit)**

Participants will learn ways to be an ally against various forms of social injustice, interrupt negative discourse on social identity difference, and advance their Allyship efforts into a space of solidarity. You will leave the session with tools and resources on translating their Allyship into solidarity and action.

April 15 - 30

**A Midsummer Night's Dream**

One of Shakespeare's best-loved comedies, A Midsummer Night’s Dream, follows the heartache and eventual happiness of two Athenian couples entangled in the antics of meddling, magical fairies.

April 19

**DEI 101 (eligible for ICCP core credit)**

We hear the terms diversity, inclusion, and equity used all the time. The purpose of this training is to provide shared language on what these terms mean and how you can put them into action as a member of the Titan Family to better our community.

April 21

**Fullerton Jazz Chamber Ensemble and Fullerton Latin Ensemble**

Enjoy the sounds of our Fullerton Jazz Chamber Ensemble and our Fullerton Latin Ensemble directed by Rodolfo Zuniga &
April 22

**Gender Expansive Ally Training (eligible for ICCP elective credit)**

This three hour (9 am - 12 pm) pilot ally training will attempt to infuse participants with knowledge, skills, and awareness on how to support, affirm and advocate for Gender Expansive Individuals.

Register

April 22

**Religious Accommodations in the Workplace (eligible for ICCP elective credit)**

With so many different faiths and practices, it may be difficult to know what to accommodate and what is not required to be accommodated. This training will cover the requirements for religious accommodation for employees.

Register

April 23

**Night of the Pachyderm (NOP)**

Join the Alumni Association for our signature Titan Baseball tailgate, Night of the Pachyderm (NOP), taking place on campus on Saturday, April 23, 2022. Join us for a Titan baseball game, food, drinks, live music, and cheer on our Titan Baseball team!

Register
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